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High Intensity Experiments
A lot of  effort in the community 

Probing interesting models with existing experiments

e.g. neutrino experiments 
can accommodate (parasitic or near-parasitic or recast) 

probes of  new physics

Other targets of  opportunity we can exploit?



Low Energy Experiments Land
Within high-intensity experiments 

E ~ 1-10 GeV considered the “energy frontier”

How about on the other end of  the energy spectrum?

e.g. facilities with E ~ MeV or less

What possibilities could they offer 
in probing new physics scenarios?



Underground Accelerators

The testing ground of  nuclear astrophysics

Intended to measure the (tiny) rates 
of  nuclear reactions inside stars 

These reactions take place at small energies 
E ~ 100 KeV - MeV

High enough to overcome the Coulomb repulsion 
Small enough to have enough thermal population

Typically feature proton/ion beams with 1-100 mA currents



Underground Accelerators Setup

A few facilities in the world 
e.g. LUNA at Gran Sasso 

DIANA at Sanford

LUNA capable of  accelerating proton or He ions

Currently has two accelerators: 
a 50 KeV home-made version 

and a 400 KeV commercial accelerator

The “energy-frontier” expected to feature 3 MeV proton 
beams at LUNA-MV and DIANA



The Neighbours of  Underground Accelerators

Some of  these accelerators are in the same facility 
where large neutrino or DM detectors reside

LUNA is within ~ 100 meters of  Borexino

LUNA-MV expected to be ~ 15 m from Borexino

DIANA’s neighbour: LUX



Gran Sasso Layout

LUNA

Borexino



Set-Up at Underground Accelerators 
and Radioactive Sources
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New light, weakly coupled particles can be e�ciently produced at existing and future high-
intensity accelerators and radioactive sources in deep underground laboratories. Once produced,
these particles can scatter or decay in large neutrino detectors (e.g Super-K and Borexino) housed
in the same facilities. We discuss the production of weakly coupled scalars � via nuclear de-excitation
of an excited element into the ground state in two viable concrete reactions: the decay of the 0+

excited state of 16O populated via a (p, ↵) reaction on fluorine and from radioactive 144Ce decay
where the scalar is produced in the de-excitation of 144Nd⇤, which occurs along the decay chain.
Subsequent scattering on electrons, e(�, �)e, yields a mono-energetic signal that is observable in neu-
trino detectors. We show that this proposed experimental set-up can cover new territory for masses
250 keV  m�  2me and couplings to protons and electrons, 10�11  gegp  10�7. This parameter
space is motivated by explanations of the “proton charge radius puzzle”, thus this strategy adds a
viable new physics component to the neutrino and nuclear astrophysics programs at underground
facilities.

Introduction. In recent years, there has emerged a
universal appreciation for new light, weakly-coupled de-
grees of freedom as generic possibilities for New Physics
(NP) beyond Standard Model (SM). Considerable e↵ort
in “intensity frontier” experiments is now devoted to NP
searches [1]. In this paper we argue that there is a power-
ful new possibility for probing these states by combining
large underground neutrino-detectors with either high lu-
minosity underground accelerators or radioactive sources.

Underground laboratories, typically located a few
km underground, are shielded from most environmental
backgrounds and are ideal venues for studying rare pro-
cesses such as low-rate nuclear reactions and solar neu-
trinos. Thus far, these physics goals have been achieved
with very di↵erent instruments: nuclear reactions rele-
vant for astrophysics involve low-energy, high-intensity
proton or ion beams colliding with fixed targets (such as
the LUNA experiment at Gran Sasso), while solar neu-
trinos are detected with large volume ultra-clean liquid
scintillator or water Cerenkov detectors (SNO, SNO+,
Borexino, Super-K etc).

In this paper we outline a novel experimental strat-
egy in which light, “invisible” states � are produced in
underground accelerators or radioactive materials with
O(MeV) energy release, and observed in nearby neutrino
detectors in the same facilities as depicted in Fig. 1:

X⇤ ! X + �, production at “LUNA” or “SOX”(1)

e + � ! e + �, detection at “Borexino”. (2)

Here X⇤ is an excited state of element X, accessed via
a nuclear reaction initiated by an underground accelera-
tor (“LUNA”) or by a radioactive material (“SOX”)1. In
the “LUNA”-type setup a proton beam collides against

1 Our idea is very generic, not specific to any single experiment or
location, which is why quotation marks are used.
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FIG. 10: a) Scalar DM pair production from electron-beam
collisions. An on-shell A� is radiated and decays o↵ diagonally
to �h,� pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter �� into
the heavier state via A� exchange. For order-one (or larger)
mass splittings, the metastable state promptly de-excites in-
side the detector via �h ! ��e

+e�. The signal of interest is
involves a recoiling target with energy ER and two charged
tracks to yield a instinctive, zero background signature.

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of � production in a “LUNA”-type
underground accelerator via p+19F ! (16O⇤ ! 16O + �) + ↵
or a “SOX”-type radioactive source via 144Ce �144 Pr(⌫̄e) !
Nd⇤ ! Nd+�. Subsequent detection at “Borexino” proceeds
via �e ! e� scalar conversion.

a fixed target, emitting a new light particle that trav-
els unimpeded through the rock and scatters inside a
“Borexino”-type detector. Alternatively, in the “SOX”
production scenario, designed to study neutrino oscil-
lations at short baselines, a radioactive material placed
near a neutrino detector gives rise to the reaction in Eq. 1
as an intermediate step of the radioactive material’s de-
cay chain.

We study one particularly well-motivated NP scenario
with a ⇠< MeV scalar particle, very weakly O(10�4) cou-
pled to nucleons and electrons. This range of masses
and couplings is not excluded by astrophysical or labora-
tory bounds, and is motivated by the persistent proton
charge-radius anomaly. Two concrete, viable possibilities
for producing light scalars are considered:

• For the LUNA-type setup, we show that such light
particles can be e�ciently produced by populating
the first excited 6.05 MeV 0+ state of 16O in (p,↵)
reactions on fluorine.

Set-up

Production

Detection



A Neat Reaction at Underground Accelerators

How about looking for a NP signal in a reaction 
where the SM is suppressed?

0+ 0+ X = e+e�decays to 

SM suppressed  
A new light scalar would feature an enhancement in rate!

Enhancement ~ 

16O⇤(6.05 MeV) !16 O +X

16O⇤(6.05 MeV) !16 O + �

(

num. factor

↵EM
)



Production

Assume a C3F8 Target

This reaction has a cross section ~ 20 mb above 1.5 MeV 
Append Coulomb tail for extrapolation to lower energies

Can generate the reaction

p19 + F ! ↵+16 O⇤

16O⇤(6.05 MeV) !16 O + �

Followed by



Detection

Mono-energetic scalar produced

Absorbed within Borexino (liquid scintillator) or equivalent 
with cross section

��e ⇡ 10 mb (ge/e)
2

At 6 MeV, Borexino offers an extremely 
clean signal region



Alternative: Radioactive Sources

Existing proposals to place an intense radioactive source near a 
large detector (Source from spent chemical fuel)

Example: SOX proposal near Borexino 
Designed to study short-baseline neutrino oscillations

Phase A: 51CrIntense source ~ 8 m from Borexino

Phase B: source ~ 7 m from Borexino144Ce�144 Pr

Phase C: source inside Borexino144Ce�144 Pr



Radioactive Sources

Phase B: 2 PBeq source

Heidelberg -  July. 10th, 2013 M. Pallavicini - Dipartimento di Fisica - Università di Genova & INFN

Artificial neutrino sources
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Source Production τ
(days)

Decay
mode

Energy
[MeV]

Mass
[kg/MCi]

Heat
[W/kCi]

51Cr
νe

Neutron irradiation of 
50Cr in reactor

Φn ≳ 5. 1014 cm-2 s-1
40

EC
γ 320 keV (10%)

0.746 0.011 0.19

144Ce-144Pr
νe

Chemical extraction from 
spent nuclear fuel 411 β- <2.9975 0.314 7.6

144Ce-144Pr

Detection
threshold

144Ce
144Pr

51Cr

Wednesday, July 10, 13

Two gammas 
at 2.2 MeV 

and 1.5 MeV



Production and Detection at Radioactive Source

Production can either be 2.2 MeV or 1.5 MeV scalar

Absorbed at Borexino with 
cross section

��e ⇡ 10 mb (ge/e)
2

Lower energy, but still a very clean signature 
at Borexino
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The Successful SM

Some well known puzzles

As well as outstanding anomalies

e.g. muon g-2, proton charge-radius

What if  the proton charge-radius is coming from 
New Physics?



The Proton Charge Radius Anomaly

Electron-proton scattering 

Spectroscopy

And also from muonic Hydrogen 
(extracted from the Lamb Shift)

Different ways to extract Rp



The Proton Charge Radius Anomaly

e-p scattering 

Spectroscopy

Different ways to extract Rp

rp = 0.8768(69) fm

rp = 0.879(8) fm

muonic-H rp = 0.84184(67) fm

Large discrepancy (> 5�)



A New Physics Explanation (Wink Wink)

One possible explanation: A new force between the electron/
muon and the proton

Here I consider a scalar-mediated force  
Need g ~ 10-4 to explain r_p

The scalar-mediated force changes the binding energy of   
regular and muonic hydrogen differently 

Assume Yukawa-weighted couplings

Tucker-Smith and Yavin, Barger et. al., 
Batell, McKeen, Pospelov
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• For the SOX-type setup we find similarly powerful
sensitivity from the 144Ce �144 Pr(⌫̄e) radioactive
source, which can produce a scalar with 2.19 or
1.49 MeV energies from the 144Nd⇤ de-excitation
that occurs along the decay chain.

The subsequent detection of a mono-energetic release in
a Borexino-type detector with 6.05, 2.19, or 1.49 MeV
will be free from substantial environmental backgrounds.
The strategy proposed in this Letter is capable of ad-
vancing the sensitivity to such states by many orders of
magnitude, completely covering the parameter space rel-
evant for the rp puzzle.

Scalar particles below 1 MeV. New particles in the MeV
and sub-MeV mass range are motivated by the recent 7�
discrepancy between the standard determinations of the
proton charge radius, rp, based on e� p interactions [2],
and the recent, most precise determination of rp from
the Lamb shift in muonic Hydrogen [3, 4]. One possible
explanation for this anomaly is a new force between the
electron(muon) and proton [5–7] mediated by a ⇠100 fm
range force (scalar- or vector-mediated) that shifts the
binding energies of Hydrogenic systems and skews the
determination of rp. Motivated by this anomaly, we con-
sider a simple model with one light scalar � that interacts
with protons and leptons,

L� =
1

2
(@µ�)2 � 1

2
m2

��
2 + (gpp̄p + geēe + gµµ̄µ)� , (3)

and define ✏2 ⌘ (gegp)/e2. We assume mass-weighted
couplings to leptons, ge / (me/mµ)gµ, and no couplings
to neutrons. UV completing such a theory is challenging,
so we regard this as a purely phenomenological model.
The apparent corrections to the charge radius of the pro-
ton in regular and muonic hydrogen are [5–7]

�r2p
��
eH

= �6✏2

m2
�

; �r2p
��
µH

= �6✏2(gµ/ge)

m2
�

f(am�) (4)

where a ⌘ (↵mµmp)�1(mµ +mp) is the µH Bohr radius
and f(x) = x4(1 + x)�4. Equating �r2p

��
µH

� �r2p
��
eH

to the current discrepancy of �0.063 ± 0.009 fm2 [4],
one obtains a relation between m� and ✏. Thus, for
m� = 0.5 MeV, the anomaly suggests ✏2 ' 1.3 ⇥ 10�8.
For m� > 2me, the � ! e+e� process is highly con-
strained by searches for light Higgs bosons [1], so we
consider the m� < 2me region, which is relatively uncon-
strained. Since ge ⌧ gp, the �� e coupling is suppressed
relative to that of a massive photon-like particle, so pre-
cision measurements of ↵ and (g � 2)e do not constrain
this scenario.

The astrophysical and fixed-target constraints depend
on the cross section for e� ! e� conversion, which for
m� ⌧ me with a stationary electron target is

d�

dE
=

⇡(ge/e)2↵2(E �me)

meQ4(Q� E + me)2


E(Q2 � EQ� 2meQ

� 2m2
e) + me(3Q

2 + 3Qme + 2m2
e)

�
, (5)
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FIG. 2: Sensitivity projections for various experimental se-
tups in terms of ✏2 = gpge/e2 and m�, which parametrize
the NP explanation of the rp anomaly in Eq. (4); the blue
band is the parameter space that resolves the puzzle. The
“LUNA/Borexino” curve assumes a 400 keV proton beam
with 1025 POT incident on a C3F8 target to induce p+19F
! (16O

⇤ ! 16O+�)+↵ reactions 100 m away from Borexino
and yield 10 signal events (> 3�) above backgrounds [8]. The
Borexino 3 MeV and SuperK 3 MeV lines assume the same
setup with a 3 MeV p-accelerator 10 m away from each detec-
tor. The SuperK projection shows 100 signal events (> 3�)
above backgrounds at 6.05 MeV [9]. The SOX lines assume
a radioactive 144Ce �144 Pr source 7.15 m away from Borex-
ino with 50 and 165 events (> 3�) above backgrounds for
2.19 and 1.49 MeV lines respectively. Shaded in gray are con-
straints from solar production [8], LSND electron-neutrino
scattering [10], and stellar cooling [11], for which we assume
ge = (me/mp)gp.

where E is the electron recoil energy and Q is the �
energy. At Q � me, this leads to a total cross section of

�e� ' ⇡(ge/e)2↵2

2meQ
= 13 mbn ⇥ 5 MeV

Q
⇥

⇣ge
e

⌘2

, (6)

which determines the in-medium �-absorption probabil-
ity. Absorption competes with the � ! �� decay, pro-
ceeding through loops of fermions f with the width given
by a standard formula,

�(� ! ��) =
↵2 m3

�

512⇡3

����
X

f

gf
mf

NcQ
2
fA1/2(⌧f )

����
2

, (7)

where Qf is the fermion charge, ⌧f ⌘ m2
�/4m

2
f , and

A1/2(⌧) = 2⌧�2[⌧ + (⌧ � 1) arcsin
p
⌧ ]. (8)

An approximate proportionality to particle masses en-
sures that couplings to neutrinos are negligible.

Processes (5), (7) define the gross features of �-
phenomenology in cosmological and astrophysical set-
tings. The ensuing constraints are summarized as fol-
lows:

• Energy loss in stars via e� ! e� (red giants,
white dwarfs etc) is exponentially suppressed for

Light ~ MeV scalars a surprising blind spot



Constraints on < MeV Scalars

LSND 
Production via pion absorption

⇡� + p ! n�

Stellar cooling upper bounds 
(Red giants, etc)

Solar axion searches at Borexino 
Via the reaction
p+ d ! He+ �
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• For the SOX-type setup we find similarly powerful
sensitivity from the 144Ce �144 Pr(⌫̄e) radioactive
source, which can produce a scalar with 2.19 or
1.49 MeV energies from the 144Nd⇤ de-excitation
that occurs along the decay chain.

The subsequent detection of a mono-energetic release in
a Borexino-type detector with 6.05, 2.19, or 1.49 MeV
will be free from substantial environmental backgrounds.
The strategy proposed in this Letter is capable of ad-
vancing the sensitivity to such states by many orders of
magnitude, completely covering the parameter space rel-
evant for the rp puzzle.

Scalar particles below 1 MeV. New particles in the MeV
and sub-MeV mass range are motivated by the recent 7�
discrepancy between the standard determinations of the
proton charge radius, rp, based on e� p interactions [2],
and the recent, most precise determination of rp from
the Lamb shift in muonic Hydrogen [3, 4]. One possible
explanation for this anomaly is a new force between the
electron(muon) and proton [5–7] mediated by a ⇠100 fm
range force (scalar- or vector-mediated) that shifts the
binding energies of Hydrogenic systems and skews the
determination of rp. Motivated by this anomaly, we con-
sider a simple model with one light scalar � that interacts
with protons and leptons,

L� =
1

2
(@µ�)2 � 1

2
m2

��
2 + (gpp̄p + geēe + gµµ̄µ)� , (3)

and define ✏2 ⌘ (gegp)/e2. We assume mass-weighted
couplings to leptons, ge / (me/mµ)gµ, and no couplings
to neutrons. The apparent corrections to the charge ra-
dius of the proton in regular and muonic hydrogen are
[5–7]

�r2p
��
eH

= �6✏2

m2
�

; �r2p
��
µH

= �6✏2(gµ/ge)

m2
�

f(am�) (4)

where a ⌘ (↵mµmp)�1(mµ +mp) is the µH Bohr radius
and f(x) = x4(1 + x)�4. Equating �r2p

��
µH

� �r2p
��
eH

to the current discrepancy of �0.063 ± 0.009 fm2 [4],
one obtains a relation between m� and ✏. Thus, for
m� = 0.5 MeV, the anomaly suggests ✏2 ' 1.3 ⇥ 10�8.
For m� > 2me, the � ! e+e� process is highly con-
strained by searches for light Higgs bosons [1], so we
consider the m� < 2me region, which is relatively uncon-
strained. Since ge ⌧ gp, the �� e coupling is suppressed
relative to that of a massive photon-like particle, so pre-
cision measurements of ↵ and (g � 2)e do not constrain
this scenario.

We would like to emphasize that currently, there are
no good models of new physics capable of fitting �rp
discrepancy and not su↵ering from additional fine-tuning
issues, especially if one tries to find a satisfactory descrip-
tion for such models at or above the electroweak scale.
Thus, models with very light vector mediators have to
be constructed to avoid couplings with neutrinos [7], but
these cannot avoid the tuning of the muon g� 2 and the
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FIG. 2: Sensitivity projections for various experimental se-
tups in terms of ✏2 = gpge/e2 and m�, which parametrize
the NP explanation of the rp anomaly in Eq. (4); the blue
band is the parameter space that resolves the puzzle. The
“LUNA/Borexino” curve assumes a 400 keV proton beam
with 1025 POT incident on a C3F8 target to induce p+19F
! (16O

⇤ ! 16O+�)+↵ reactions 100 m away from Borexino
and yield 10 signal events (> 3�) above backgrounds [9]. The
Borexino 3 MeV and SuperK 3 MeV lines assume the same
setup with a 3 MeV p-accelerator 10 m away from each detec-
tor. The SuperK projection shows 100 signal events (> 3�)
above backgrounds at 6.05 MeV [10]. The SOX lines assume
a radioactive 144Ce �144 Pr source 7.15 m away from Borex-
ino with 50 and 165 events (> 3�) above backgrounds for
2.19 and 1.49 MeV lines respectively. Shaded in gray are con-
straints from solar production [9], LSND electron-neutrino
scattering [11], and stellar cooling [12], for which we assume
ge = (me/mp)gp.

atomic parity violation constraints [8]. In that sense, a
sub-MeV scalar may be presenting the least amount of
tuning [5]. Still, the vanishing coupling to neutrons (con-
strained in neutron scattering experiments to be below
10�4 level), is challenging to achieve: the only possibility
at hand seems to be a fine-tuning of �ūu and �d̄d oper-
ators at the quark level. This in turn, would correspond
to tuning of dimension five operators, when �q̄q are gen-
eralized to the full SM gauge invariance. To summarize
this discussion, we take model (3) as a phenomenological
model, capable of resolving �rp discrepancy, but not free
of fine-tuning issues.

The astrophysical and fixed-target constraints depend
on the cross section for e� ! e� conversion, which for
m� ⌧ me with a stationary electron target is

d�

dE
=

⇡(ge/e)2↵2(E �me)

meQ4(Q� E + me)2


E(Q2 � EQ� 2meQ

� 2m2
e) + me(3Q

2 + 3Qme + 2m2
e)

�
, (5)

where E is the electron recoil energy and Q is the �
energy. At Q � me, this leads to a total cross section of

�e� ' ⇡(ge/e)2↵2

2meQ
= 13 mbn ⇥ 5 MeV

Q
⇥

⇣ge
e

⌘2

, (6)

Potential Sensitivity



Conclusions

Discussed two experimental facilities 
Could offer new target of  opportunities

Involve emission of  a new mediator at nuclear reactions

These facilities conveniently located near large detectors

Application example: The r_p puzzle


